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Posfin Capital is one of the newest and most 
exciting franchise opportunities in the UK.
We’re currently looking for ambitious and driven 
franchisees to join us and share in our growth and 
success.

If you are looking for a partner to best leverage 
your ‘relationships talents’ for maximum return, 
then we only have one thing to say…
Welcome to POSFIN.

Learn the how and why…

This prospectus is designed to give you an overview of our franchise opportunity, answer common 
questions and explain how you can take advantage and get involved.
POSFIN’s prospectus will share a detailed overview of the opportunity, provide insight into common 
questions and provide detail towards next steps if you wish to secure your territory today.



POSFIN CAPITAL is EASY to learn and EASY to RUN.
In fact, the entire backend is… DONE FOR YOU.

Posfin Capital Ltd is an Independent Sales Organisation (ISO) which leverages Brokerage 
services by representing a select few Elite Partners.  POSFIN drives 3 Core Finance 
Offerings.  Essentially, we help businesses BOOST sales growth by utilising finance. 

1.   POS Finance / Retail Finance

2.  Commercial Lending Multi-Lender Stack

3.  Structured Property Development Finance – non platform

Why clients want us

Point-of-Sale Finance (POSFIN) helps customers spread 
the cost of purchases, enabling more sales as they only pay 
affordable monthly amounts, at 0% Interest Free and fee 
free.   
Our Retail Partner clients choose to partner with POSFIN 
to make it an easy process to bolt on a finance programme 
tailored to their business quickly and efficiently.

Specialist areas

The Commercial Lending Multi-Lender Stack is back from the
FUTURE!
Highly advanced Multi-Lender Stack access covers all 
modern products and requirements in demand pre and 
post Covid. We assist businesses in need an can quickly 
qualify their best route to accessing affordable finance 
whilst forming solid relationships early. Any business who 
values lenders to help them sell more, or needs support for 
expansion, will want access to Posfin’s Multi-Lender Stack!

Imagine if you could find just one of 
these…

Commercial Property Brokerage – If a developer needs funds, 
which they often tend to, then POSFIN has Senior Level 
access to most MDs across Tier 2 and some Tier 1.  
That means you can help your local developers, buy money 
from 2.5% over Gilts… that’s sub 3%! 
If they need £10mn that is… ;-) oh… and there is about 1% 
commission in those deals. Yes £100k
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POSFIN Clients

Who do we appeal to exactly?

Our clients are ambitious businesses 

who are growth driven and value 

partnerships that ultimately help their 

business and their end users, the 

customer.

• Retailers across many categories such as:
Home Improvement, Automotive, Furniture, Retail, Medical, Dental, 
Security, Training, Veterinary, Recreational Sports, More.

• Businesses who need finance! 
Lenders can help their business sell more, I.e. Gym Equipment finance.
Expansion or Cashflow Finance – growing quickly and want to deploy 
money towards a new project or need assistance post Covid whilst 
building back up again, no problem.
Invoice Finance – get paid now instead of 30,60 or 90+ days. Unsecured 
& Secured

• Commercial Property Developers in need of:
Commercial Loans
Bridging
Sub 3% for £10mn+
Student Accommodation Development
100% Development Finance
Goldman Sachs for £100mn+ deals
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What’s in it for YOU

POSFIN’s rewards are open ended…
You help others, which helps you, which helps your family.
POSFIN’s guidance and support ensures this is an easy business 
to understand and run. Minimal OVERHEADS.  

Love what you do

* Refer to financial example for assumptions and breakdown of client, product and earnings projections.

• Post training, anyone with desire to thrive can 
start building a pipeline of contacts, presenting 
opportunities and closing deals which is the 
beginning of new relationships.

• Start from your home office and put the kids to 
work!  Building data lists of opportunity. Don’t forget 
to take them to school or pick them up again for 
that matter and don’t worry, we do not use tracking 
devices!
Do what you need to and then call it a day. You’ve 
earned it… oh yeah, and don’t forget to go on holiday 
at least 3 times a year. The more you work the more 
you will earn. Simple.

• POSFIN CAPITAL can be a management franchise, 
so once the foundations are in place and income to 
satisfy your primary needs, then why not appoint 
managers to continue the growth…
That’s the smart way to do it… a little later. Head 
office will still support them also!

• Finance comes direct from our lenders, so you 
certainly don’t need to ‘be the bank’ and once your 
clients have partnered with POSFIN and utilising 
the suite of products available, you are always 
earning!  Residuals for life. Reap the rewards from 
ANNUITY based sales. We like to call it ‘Thinking 
Smart’.

• It is a great demographic to deal with as all business 
owners looking for growth will be open to your 
offering.  And once they have experienced some 
approved deals, they are always happy to see you.

• With inclusive ‘done for you’ touch points, your 
clients will remain with you for years and there will 
be ongoing new product launches over time that 
POSFIN will enable to franchisees. 

• The Ongoing Revenue Streams from ANNUITY 
based sales means that your revenue and profit will 
build year-on-year. This means you might target 
£250,000* gross profit to you in your third year.



What’s in it for your CLIENT

Rewards for your CLIENT
The perpetuity for finance demand makes POSFIN a true market stayer. 

Possibly even a salesforce to be reckoned with… 

If ambition is relative to desire for growth, then 

Highly Ambitious = Highly Growth Focused 

Therefore, highly ambitious people in business will sooner or later 

strongly rely on accessing finance to help them achieve their GROWTH 

GOALS which in turn, contributes towards their purpose and fulfilment 

by DOING.

Doing = Achieving = Success = Feeling Amazing

If you can identify and qualify a prospective client as truly Growth 

Focused, then they will like what POSFIN offers and therefore what YOU 

have to offer.  

You will ‘win over’ many.  Early respect and strong rapport are the perfect 

ingredients for a long term, fruitful relationship.

Retail Finance Clients – Customer 
Perception

Increased Credibility
Increase Average Order Volumes by up to 30%.
Make buying decisions easier – less outlay upfront
Easier to upsell and cross sell in-store
Higher acceptance rates with multiple lender stacks
Co-operational Marketing Campaigns to drive awareness – ‘done with them’
Social Media Management optional – ‘done for them’
Easy setup with portal access provided on a tablet gifted to them.

Commercial Lending Platform Clients –
Health & Wellbeing

Enables clients to help achieve their goals with relative ease. 
Experienced management pros with strong work ethic will lead to greater 
efficiencies, meaning more deals placed, greater client satisfaction and 
more commissions to you.  Such experience and well-founded lender 
relationships means that this disruptive multi lender stack, broker play 
cannot be replicated easily, if at all.

Annuity – Management team helps to process all applications on behalf of
the Partner’s applicants into the future, directly enabling Partners to carry 
on with their daily operations and not be dragged into the timely nature of 
packaging deals. Chasing documents is as hard as it gets! Which is quite 
easy.  Following up on your deals is super important. Without docs from 
the applicants the lender cannot approve their deals!  But remember, 
you will be solving their problem by providing finance and they probably 
came to you in the first place anyway. THERE IS NO PAPERWORK for 
POSFIN Partners. Editable PDFs online via email and phone calls covers 
everything!

Property Development Clients – Ease and 
Convenience

Every developer’s worst nightmare is finding the next amazing deal but for 
whatever reason they cannot find a lender to turn the dream into a reality.  
And that really upsets developers!
You on the other hand can be their knight in shining armour.
POSFIN has all the contacts required to enable the deals to be done if they 
stack up…
The question is: How you will find these people and let them know that you 
can help them significantly... and that you are the real deal!  
Well, we can help you source those contacts also.
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Sales & Opportunity

Sales are a biproduct of good 
conversation.

If you have true desire to succeed and are highly ambitious, then you 

will be self-motivated to keep busy week in and week out.  Get out 

and about. Talk to as many businesses as you can. There are lead gen 

options available however it is your business and therefore you are in 

control.  The best operators are those who might visit an appointment 

and then canvass the surrounding businesses on the way back to the 

car for an hour.  Win a conversation or 2 and you might just add £10k to 

your year x 2!  That £10k can easily stay with you for the next 10 years, so 

possibly £100k towards your wealth?  Now is it worth taking that deep 

breath and walking in? What’s the worst thing that can happen? You walk 

out again without £10k… 

No hard selling, just a genuine chat, listen to their needs and qualify a 

potential opportunity for them and you.  The opportunity exists with 

EVERY business.  Why? Because businesses need money. It’s not a 

gimmick or trick.  It’s a fact for any business seeking profit.

Qualification

There are multiple finance offerings available. However only 1-3 different 

products will ever need to be discussed at once.

As such you will be trained extensively on these and how to best position 

your presentation depending on the sector of business and what the 

most likely opportunity is. It’s EASY. 

It is important not to overload your new prospect with too much 

information at once as there is a saying that… “a confused mind will 

always say NO”. 

Instead engage your prospective client, build rapport, show empathy as 

required and LISTEN. In terms of brainstorming who to visit, POSFIN will 

help you and then you can do this with your family members to engage 

them also!  Don’t discount the kids! If they say Nando’s then maybe think 

about who supplies their equipment and away, you go…

Don’t forget to pay up when you make money from their good ideas!

Packaging Deals

Training will cover this once settled however as you might expect there 

is market leading Tech involved in both Retail Finance and even more so 

within the Commercial Lending Platform.

This does mean that once Partners are onboarded to POSFIN which 

requires NO PAPERWORK and is all E-sign technology, the Retail Finance 

lenders will provide access to their portals which is online also.  Fintech 

has advanced rapidly and the lenders in this space are all tech savvy and 

highly sophisticated, which makes this extremely easy for Retailers to 

work with and utilise.

Retail Finance deals are provisioned instore or online through their 

webstore and all provisioning of sales is well systemised and again EASY.  

Think about when you use Amazon at checkout and select PayPal as 

your payment option.  It is as simple as that. It takes as long as it takes 

for a customer to type their name and address details etc. Then approval 

is within seconds.

Commercial Lending Platform requires last year annualised accounts, 

bank statements which can now be accessed via a link sent to a client’s 

mobile phone to approve permission to share read only access.  4 VAT 

Quarters and asked if they are a homeowner?  Pretty easy?  Not to 

mention access to 60+ person Management Team to support clients 

with documentation in order to apply.  Once this is uploaded to the 

Platform, the magic happens, and 80% approvals will keep your clients 

VERY HAPPY.  It is the newest Tech Stack with Inbuilt Intelligence to hit 

the market and anyone who says it is no different is incorrect and simply 

not on the same page. 

Commercial Property Development – non-platform, is old school but at 

Senior MD access level.

Training will be provided on what is required here but it is again easy and 

any genuine developer who is seasoned and can provide a CV will know 

what to expect and be willing to engage if they are confident that you are 

the real deal and can in fact help them with funding.

If POSFIN can assist we will and FAST, but if we can’t help, then we will 

make that equally clear respectfully, very early on and we all move onto 

the next opportunity with the relationship still strong.  Deal’s will come 

and go. You won’t win them all, but you never know what might be around 

the corner when you least expect it.

Chance favours the prepared mind – Louis Pasteur

Nurturing Relationships & Business 
Development

POSFIN has sophisticated marketing campaigns which include 

massaging those existing clients, without coming across as too sales 

based. 

Your main role is to build new business and accept repeat deals from 

your partners, however a lot of it is in fact automated once initially setup 

and onboarded, so you have a lot of free time towards new growth.  

When you can afford it, call it after first 6 months, it may be worthwhile 

to appoint a manager to literally visit all clients on a part-time or 

full-time basis.  That person will deliver gifts and surprise them with 

thoughtful birthday notes and Christmas cards.  Possibly even the 

occasional holiday voucher if their business value more than covers 

it.  It will make you stand out unlike anyone ever has prior and their 

loyalty to you in return will be, forever in time.  You will always have the 

products that are prime and current, so all you need to do is maintain the 

relationship.

Transition to New Management or Exit

Equally the time may eventuate where you decide to take more 
of your own time back than ever before.
When this happens POSFIN can help ensure your next manager 
is fit for purpose. 

POSFIN CAPITAL - How your business works
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Sales Made Easy

Training

Is comprehensive and you are never alone. Your first 20 partners are 

the hardest. Then it becomes a breeze. You can objection handle every 

query with relative ease, and you will have multiple partners locally who 

you can name drop and leverage off. The product will sell itself often. All 

you need to do is get in front of them and give them a demo as to how 

easy it is and explain the benefits. 

Know Your Product

After initial training, ongoing product awareness training and product 

updates, you will be the expert in no time. Call us as much as you need to 

of course also! We always love to help our valuable franchisees.  Without 

you we don’t have a business!

Easy Pricing Packages

POSFIN offers an upfront package for onboarding within Retail Finance 

Partners which is £1995+vat. Monthly subscription options are also 

available to help spread the cost. Additional services are available to all 

Partners. Social Media Management, Web Design Services, The unique 

tools within POSFIN makes sales easy for the Franchisees, Partners and 

Clients. Direct Lender Rates across both Retail Finance and Commercial 

Lending Platform are specific to each lender and not POSFIN as POSFIN 

is NOT a direct lender. Commissions are paid by lenders and affiliates to 

POSFIN which are then payable to franchisees.

POSFIN CAPITAL Website 

Is the central site for mainstream communication and explanation 

around the broader offerings. Leads that are postcode centric to such 

a territory occupied by a franchisee will be pushed to that franchisee’s 

inbox immediately. POSFORCE is the bespoke CRM powered by 

Salesforce, customised to POSFIN’s requirements with full time 

developer access to help integrate 3rd party products and streamline 

the sales process seamlessly.

Social Media Management 

‘Done for You’ marketing is managed by Head Office to help drive 

awareness, enquiry, and referrals across all 3 Core offerings.  This is 

highly sophisticated and is protected IP.  Greater detail will be revealed 

post onboarding.  Tech is a vital component to any marketing strategy 

and POSFIN recognise this and embrace it completely.  Franchisees are 

the direct beneficiaries of all best practice efforts.  

Telesales

As a paid option, POSFIN can provide telesales lead gen for Face to Face 

appointment setting that targets the business’ decision-makers in your 

chosen sectors.

Affiliate Programme 

You can incentivise anyone including existing clients and partners to 

refer us to others for a nominal thank you.

Marketing Assets

POSFIN provide dynamic marketing materials that you can hand out and 

email. There are scripted templates for sophisticated email sequences 

all the way down to Quick Guides on How to Offer Point of Sale Finance 

and Fit & Proper forms, Fact Find sheets etc.  

Head Office Support

POSFIN CAPITAL understands that support is imperative to a strong 

network and although you will naturally lean more heavily on Head Office 

in the first 6-12 months, you are always encouraged to call and say ‘Hi’.  

Just please be mindful of other busy franchisees also needing support.  

Our BDM Support Managers are extremely busy operators and are 

highly valued resources to our overall success and we would struggle to 

accelerate everyone’s success, without them.
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We accept that many franchisees will not 
have extensive sales backgrounds and 
may not be as confident in the beginning.  
POSFIN’s attitude is that honesty sells 
best. Share your vulnerability with your 
clients, open up to them and let them 
know you are new to this and watch how 
they embrace you with open arms! You 
will be fine in no time!  Practice makes 
perfect.  Talk talk talk talk talk… 
POSFIN will support sales through 
multiple marketing means:

POSFIN will offer complete training 
enabling you to begin your journey with 
confidence and quickly build a pipeline 
with sales rolling in within weeks from 
launch. 



Why POSFIN Capital?  ELITE

The Commercial Finance sector is vibrant, proven, well established and well regarded for significant earnings 

potential.  Yes, there are many individual Brokers out there and larger businesses however POSFIN has a unique 

NEW offering.  Laser focused on 3 Core Models, POSFIN is a true leader and has no direct competition for what this 

comprehensive package entails.  Many barriers to entry will ensure this a shining star for a long time. 
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Highly Innovative Retail Finance

Has taken 24 months Research & Development, forming lender 

relationships and understanding the market opportunity as well as 

roadblocks in depth. The tech available is sophisticated and highly 

innovative with partners who have been in business for 10+ years and 

rely on savvy tech for seamless solutions for Retailers and end user 

consumers. 

New to market Commercial Lending Tech Stack with 200+lenders full 

API, sponsored by Experian, Equifax and Open Banking, this is a NEW 

OPPORTUNITY and POSFIN has Master Broker rights to sell the services 

across UK.  This is any sale’s organisation’s dream opportunity by way of 

new product to market.  

• System Development contracted to multi-national companies. 

• Most advanced Tech-Stack in the market. Would take millions to 

recreate this.

• Back End & Operation Support. There is a separate company, staff 

and operational expenses all taken care of. 

• Complete Lender Relationship Team

• Pay Out and Accounts Team 

• Marketing Team 

• Compliance 

Property Development Finance 

Our Senior Advisors stay up to date with all key personnel and maintain 

their already well-founded relationships. You leverage of those 30-years’ 

experience. That bodes very well for you, accelerating you towards 

expert status quickly and ensuring funding sources remain open with on 

point execution always.

Consultancy

POSFIN has a systemised consultative approach and gives more time to 

clients to ensure their needs are well understood in order to match them 

with the right products and services or contacts.

Sales and Finance expertise

Senior Management and our Elite affiliates all have a very close 

relationship. Sales experience of 20+ years at Elite level.

Franchising experience at franchisor and multi-unit franchisee levels for 

6 years with a network of 60+ in UK. Fastest growth records from 0-60 

franchises sold in UK form 2015-2017 inclusive.

Elite Partners also operate as Direct Lenders with £100mn+ loan books 

and 25 years’ experience. Elite Property Development Partner has 30 

years’ experience, has brokered a £350mn deal successfully, 8000+ 

commercial loans and knows many top Lender MDs on a personal level.

Sales tools

Clients can explore options from our website and are presented with 

clear financial ideas and options during sales meetings.

Lenders
Our strong lender relationships mean we can easily source the full 

spectrum of products available combined with the highest conversion 

rates possible. 

POSFIN has chosen to limit it’s offering to a few selected Niches in order 

to maximise the opportunity through a highly focused directive. 

National coverage 

As the franchise network grows, our coverage will extend nationally and 

so client with multiple branches can benefit from the same face to face 

service levels across the UK.

POSFORCE System

If you can’t beat them, join them. So, we did…

POSFORCE is powered by Salesforce, the world’s Number 1 CRM.

Salesforce has a Market Capitalisation of £150BN

It is right up there with Amazon and Google.

Cloud based, POSFIN has merged seamlessly.

POSFIN has permanent internal developers to integrate and customise 

new requirements into Salesforce ongoing. 

We welcome Franchisee feedback and aim to always be better.

Our unique and bespoke software system supports you to better manage 

your business.  Simple.

Whilst it is a competitive landscape, equally there is no direct 

competition that offers the 3 Core Offerings that are tightly niched 

due to the elite affiliation that comes with each offering. POSFIN is 

therefore an elite service provider, offering highly experienced Senior 

Management to disruptive FinTech-Stacks as service providers. 

This is a standout opportunity make no mistake and POSFIN is looking 

to onboard Franchisees who clearly demonstrate strong passion as well 

as desire for growth.   Ambition is unanimous with the POSFIN brand and 

pairs perfectly to our elite Tech Platforms and Direct Lender Partners. 



Success Path - What will your retirement look like?

Earnings to franchisees will entirely depend on the amount of 
effort and dedication put in. The opportunity has incredible 
potential and POSFIN CAPITAL will share all it can to support 
franchisees towards a maximum output.

POSFIN believe in and encourage franchisees towards finding 
a healthy work/life balance that helps franchisees meet their 
financial aspirations and most importantly, family objectives. 
The table illustrates an example of sales you can target from 
scratch. Key is to accelerate into New Acquisitions in first 2 
years, then nurture, strengthen and build on those relationships 
through driving referrals and affiliates.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

New Retailer Acquisition 36 48 48 48 48 48 48

% Upfront Partner Fees 66% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75%

%Subscription Partner Fees 34% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%

Commercial Platform Total Partners 38 38 38 38 38 38 38

Property Development Partners 40 50 60 70 70 70 70

Franchisee Gross Profit £102,225 £233,215 £259,385 £293,105 £315,825 £325,545 £335,265

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 7 Yr Total

Income to you 102,225 233,215 259,385 293,105 315,825 325,545 335,265 1,864,565

Slush fund at 10% (ISA, 
Property, Education)

10,223 23,322 25,939 29,311 31,583 32,555 33,527 186,457

Gross Profit 92,003 209,894 233,447 263,795 284,243 292,991 301,739 1,678,109

Overheads 26,944 46,196 49,953 54,465 57,877 59,989 62,101 357,523

EBITDA 65,059 163,698 183,494 209,330 226,366 233,002 239,638 1,320,586

Net Profit 65,059 163,698 183,494 209,330 226,366 233,002 239,638 1,320,586

233,002 239,638

x  1  multiple resale £233,002

x  2  multiple resale £466,004

x  3  multiple resale £699,006

x  4  multiple resale £932,007

Caveat: Like when selling anything, a business is only worth what 

the buyer is prepared to pay. Your business may never achieve these 

numbers which are illustrative only. However business resales do 

happen and the multiples above represent a reasonable valuation 

formula range for a SMB with relatively low turnover, especially 1-2 times 

multiple. A buyer would also likely consider years in operation which is 

why we demonstrate a good time of 5 or 6 years and also the strength 

of the franchisor/size of overall network etc. If strong, that could help 

push values up towards 3-4 times multiple. Equally you may never wish 

to sell and instead maintain the income levels into retirement under 

management.

Earnings Disclaimer

POSFIN CAPITAL does not believe in get rich programmes. Only hard work, adding 
value and serving others with integrity.  Our programmes are intended to help 
you find businesses who need financing and pair them to funding sources who 
also have an interest in their needs.  POSFIN CAPITAL cannot and does not make 
any guarantees about your ability to get specific results or earn money with our 
concept, information, tools or strategies. If we use the word Guarantee in the 
context of results, we are referring to our Refund Policy/ Money Back Guarantees 
stated on our website or marketing materials, if applicable, or in our product 
specific sales material. We do not know you and we believe that your results in 
life are up to you, not anyone else. Would you agree?  We simply wish to help by 
sharing our elite partnerships, concept, content, direction and strategies that 
help move you forward in the Retail and Commercial lending sector business.  
Nothing within this prospectus or franchise concept is a promise or guarantee of 
specific results or future earnings.  Nor do we offer any legal, medical, tax or other 
professional advice. Any financial numbers represented here or within our website 
or franchised concept, manuals and other training or product materials, are 
simply estimates or projections and should not be considered exact, actual or as a 
promise of potential earnings.  All numbers are illustrative only.   Whilst we believe 
in what we share and teach, the average person who purchases this franchise and 
other programmes may not actually put the work into implementing the strategies 
taught and therefore achieves little to no results. This concludes the standard 
disclaimer bump, but we do feel transparency is important and we hold ourselves 
(and you) to a high standard of integrity.  We thank you for your business should 
you decide to partner and we certainly value and respect all franchisees, affiliates, 
partners, regulators, retailers, end users, our own staff, any other associates not 
mentioned and your continued support.  



Experience and Launch
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Do I need prior experience?

You don’t need experience in finance however it will be a slight 
acceleration advantage if you do.
POSFIN CAPITAL would like to partner with like-minded, highly 
ambitious individuals who can demonstrate a clear desire for 
rapid and consistent growth.   A highly personable manner 
will be paramount to success in this business combined with 
eagerness to take advantage of this rare opportunity and being 
well organised.

POSFIN will be cautious towards operators who may take their 
foot of the pedal once they start seeing some valuable deals 
coming in on a recurring basis.  There will be time for that later 
however, the ‘build phase’ of the business will require hard work 
and determination especially in the first 2 years.
POSFIN believes in a culture of DOING and only wish to partner 
with highly committed people.

The only concern here is that there may only be 5-10% 
penetration into a territory’s realistic potential from the 
franchisee and therefore potentially wasted opportunity.  On 
this basis the franchisee approval process will be at the sole 
discretion of management and will favour those who clearly 
show a willingness to mean business.

Anyone with a strong sales background of 10-20+ years 
should not let this opportunity pass them by.

Home Office Set Up 

You can certainly start from a home office with a mobile, laptop, 
tablet, all-in-one printer/scanner, internet access… all very 
standard basics in 2020!
Caveat: If computers are not really your thing, 
then sorry this business is not for you.
POSFIN is paperless and there is simply too much to be 
done online repeatedly to build a valuable business, that 
computer illiteracy unfortunately will not meet our minimum 
requirements.  We have had issues previously and have 
learnt our lesson.  It is simply too cumbersome on head office 
resources.
You don’t need to be a hacker or a programmer, but you should 
be a well-seasoned daily laptop user with fast fingers.   At least 
two on each hand… ;-)
Assuming this is all fine, then systems are easy to use and 
even easier to demo to prospective Retailers or Partners when 
required.
There will be support from Head Office towards closing hot 
prospects as required if you need a hand.

We will train you more on this later.

You may soon wish to secure a small office where you can be 
dedicated daily without distraction to maximise your output so 
that you can then get back home and be equally dedicated to 
your loved ones.  All in good time and ultimately your decision.
Family are welcome to work with you or you can hire staff to 
assist at anytime if you feel this will help you spend more time 
winning more business in a face to face capacity which will be 
your highest and best use activity for some time.

You will have access to all marketing materials that can be 
discussed including Social Media Management ‘Done for You’ 
posting at cost.  Paid advertising can also be managed for you.

There is a lot of other cool stuff that we include to help with your 
sales and marketing.

You will also require enough funds of your own to see you 
through the initial few months until your deals start to roll in. 
Payment to you is system generated within 48 hours of receipt 
to Head Office, so a few early Retailer Partnerships could see 
you earning within first 2-3 weeks! 
ROI on the franchise investment is anticipated to be within 6 
months.
This is essentially a services business with minimal overheads, 
so all you need to do is get busy out on the road and stay busy! 
The rewards are just around the corner…



Living the dream
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Over the years we have experienced the benefits of 
running our own business.

Being outbound visiting clients and helping assess their needs 
as their go to expert is highly satisfying.  Wining deals feels 
amazing… it honestly does.  Being out on the road, in the car, 
radio on… what’s not to love?  Wake up, have your tea or coffee at 
the laptop, shower and then out the door. 
Maybe take the kids to school or perhaps hit the gym nice and 
early or even golf, or at least the driving range, if the weather is 
decent.
A few scheduled meetings from previous leads in the morning, 
then drop in on a few cold calls and spark up some interest, make 
the introduction at least and offer a business card.  
By lunch time you should have at least one YES and you are 
feeling pretty good as you are a highly productive go getter!
A few more lead enquiries ping into your phone from our ‘Done 
for You’ marketing and before you know it, a new Retailer or 
Commercial Lending Client has a deal they need you to put 
through the Platform asap! 
And guess what, it’s for £100k!  It takes you all of one phone call 
to ask our management team to process it  for you, including 
chasing any documents from the client, to upload to the 
Platform, then within half an hour the results are in and they have 
been approved!  You drop around to their business which is 20 

mins drive away to share the great news in person. 
You are a Legend!  You then enjoy a late lunch and figure you are 
on such a great roll today, that you want more! You don’t want to 
waste these days where the stars are well aligned for you. It’s so 
true.
You decide to canvass some more businesses, nothing special to 
report, turns out one business out of 5 you walked into has been 
thinking about in-store finance for 12 months, but has been too 
busy to do anything. The other director gets back from holiday 
next week and they want you to drop them an email and schedule 
a meeting.  Too easy!
Not bad for a day’s work… and it’s only 4.30pm.
You are feeling well accomplished, but you missed the gym this 
morning so will get a session in before peak hour. 
Why not… you are your own boss after all.
Then you head home, kiss your dearest on the lips, put the kids in 
the bath and then demolish your dinner.
You send your emails etc for an hour or so before going to bed.  
You get a good night’s sleep and can’t wait to win some more 
deals tomorrow!
You do that for 12 weeks, then go on holiday, then do it all again.  
By the end of the year, you look back and pat yourself on the 
back. Well done you.

You have killed it and your family couldn’t be happier or prouder of what you are now 

accomplishing!  

Year 2 gets easier and much bigger again due to the compounding nature of the 

annuity income. Then by year 3+ well, probably fair to say you are living a pretty 

comfortable lifestyle.  

And who knows, you might even be involved in a passive property deal for 10 

apartments with one of your new developer friends!  



Is POSFIN CAPITAL right for you?
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We hope we have been able to provide some honest insight into 
our own values and aspirations.

Our franchisees are crucial to our long-term success, as is our 
concept, strategy and existing funding source relationships to 
theirs.

Posfin Capital is the perfect elite Independent Sales 
Organisation to allow, highly ambitious, hardworking and 
enthusiastic people to build something truly great for 
themselves.
If you are ready to commit to a change of direction and go ‘All 
In’, then we would be delighted to discuss next steps towards 
securing your territory and partnering with a highly dynamic and 
successful group of proven operators.

We would like you to share in our 
growth, together.



It is vitally important that we only partner with likeminded, 
highly driven and ambitious people.
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Bronze Boxster package

£23,750+vat
Units: ONE

Silver Cayman package 

£39,750+vat
Units: TWO

Gold 911 package 

£55,750+vat
Units: THREE

Diamond Franchisee Membership – FREE UPGRADE One Extra Territory Gifted
by virtue of running a successful Gold Franchise upon 12 months into Gold Package! Congratulations.

You are now a SUCCESSFUL Posfin Commercial Broker and Multi-Unit Franchisee.
Other well-earned and very-exciting rewards for Diamond Members to be revealed later..

Hint… incredible family holidays gifted once allowed abroad…
Potential profit share on specific products where you hold genuine Pro Status, if you are a proven leader 

within the group.

Franchise Pricing



POSFIN’s Franchise Package:
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What’s Included

• Exclusive 10,000 businesses large territory

• 10-year Franchise Agreement

• FCA Authorisation for Franchisee under POSFIN

• Company Setup

• Comprehensive Training

• Business Planning & Success Path

• Social Media Profiles Setup and Optimised

• Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn updates and Optimisation

• 12 Months Social Media Management 

• Mentoring over 90 days

• Provide a Tablet turnkey with demo systems for clients

• Set-up on POSFORCE System

• Uniform Polo shirts

• Uniform Fleeces

• Uniform Rain Jackets

• Flyers

• Biz Cards

• Website / Microsite or Facebook page

• Stationery

• Other marketing – Mugs once deals are placed

• Access to Manual & POSFIN Wiki

• And more

POSFIN Management can help 
appoint a well-qualified manager 
to run the territory for any 
passive investors.  Feel free to 
discuss further.

POSFORCE - Unique & Bespoke Software Access 

There is an ongoing monthly Software Access Fee of £200+ VAT per month. Posfin Franchisees will need £10,000 
working capital (depending on individual circumstances) to support your business through early stages.

£3,000 
Paid Ads CASHBACK

£,5,000 
Paid Ads CASHBACK

£10,000 
Paid Ads CASHBACK



Supporting your success
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Support you can count on

• Transparency about our business and the pricing of the 

franchise.

• Franchise finance partners to help fund the purchase of 

your business and/or working capital (if required).

• A franchise agreement drawn up by a solicitor affiliated 

to the British Franchise Association.

• Extensive business training and mentoring.

• Induction training for any new team members.

• Dedicated BDM Manager to be there for you every day to 

accelerate your learning and general support.

• An ongoing Continued Professional Development (CPD) 

training programme.

• Initial three-month business coaching programme to 

get your business started in the best possible way.

• Regular zoom calls or visits to discuss and assist with 

your development.

• Quarterly Business Development meetings.

• Annual business review and strategy.

• Assistance with recruiting staff as and when required.

• POSFORCE CRM to help track all lead opportunities and 

clients, including full onboarding processes for new 

Partners.

• Ongoing analysis and benchmarking of key performance 

indicators (KPIs) in order to help with the opportunities 

and understand the challenges. 

• Access to regulatory support services, operational and 

technical support from our Elite Partners and Platforms 

utilised as a reseller.

• Anything else you may reasonably need that can benefit 

all, whenever you need it. 

POSFIN CAPITAL believes in ethical franchising and that 
franchisors should only make money when its franchisees are 
successful — as such we charge no minimum monthly service fee 
and no annual fee.

Our software service fee covers genuine costs and provides 
easy access to market leading tech. Our main income is from 
the loan application fees and management charges we bill to our 
Retail Partners, Direct Lenders and our Elite Funding Sources 
who believe in POSFIN CAPITAL’s Senior Management and track 
record to best leverage their services.  It is a highly sophisticated 
Relationships-Stack that enables franchisees to be selling the 
best of the best with relative ease. 

If we do well, then you do well, and the sky is the limit with 
uncapped earning potential.

In fact, once the network reaches 100 franchisees 
which is anticipated within 2-3 years, the proven top 
performing franchisees will be given special preference 
towards expansion into remaining available territory, 
with the option of financial support based on remote 
management assisted by Head Office.



Building your business for future resale
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Having been involved in a franchise rollout previously and very successfully, we 
anticipate 100 territories to be in operation within 2-3 years which will be on 
par with the fastest growing franchise rollout the UK will have ever seen.  The 
confidence in being able to achieve such an ambitious growth projection is purely 
down to the Elite Partnerships have forged across our 3 Core Offerings which 
makes deciding to partner hopefully an easier decision for the right person.  This 
is no pie in the sky stuff…

We have orchestrated and planned carefully over the last 2 years, in preparation 
for a highly targeted launch with all systems in place and are well prepared to hit 
the ground running.

This in not a fresh idea although it is a brand new opportunity thanks to the tech 
behind the scenes and Senior Level access to a highly successful and very well 
established network of proven operators be it Managing Directors or Direct 
Lenders across a multitude of financial product sectors.

This means you can build your business with lasered focus towards onboarding 
your next client.  The deals will then come. We know that.  It is purely about 
building your business which means signing as many new partners day in and day 
out, week after week, month on month.

If you are truly committed to just that, then not only will you build an incredible 
business, you will also be building yourself a true book with recurring revenue.

Now a business with a book of regular paying customers, thanks to a number of 
excellent and highly valuable offerings for our prospective clients, means your 
business is not just any business…

You are building a true underlying asset with significant value.

POSFIN has mapped 200+ territories to cover all 2.3 million 
registered businesses across the UK.

Can I sell my business as an Exit?

Yes. Of course, you can.  

We encourage you to successfully build your book and sell the asset if you 

so choose.

Posfin must first approve any incoming franchisee however, assuming 

they are a good match for our business then no problem whatsoever.

  

Overtime you may have built up a highly lucrative and valuable underlying 

asset and that will represent exceptional value for you to one day realise, 

for all your hard work, talent and effort.  

You will have earned it! 



Contact Us

Simon Brooker
Franchise Director

0208 1919 228  |  07500 503 475
franchise@posfincapital.com


